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A Friend From A Foe
 
Hiding behind shadows isn't the style of men
But hypocrites have another view
One sample is uncle ben 
He who's supporters are few 
 
 
Perhaps the ruthless will understand when others use arrows and bows
Though they can't tell a friend from a foe
 
 
Some say a lion is heartless
unrealizing it's passion for it's young
It itself eat flesh like chocolate
But not those of humans cuz it's wrong
 
A brainless creature can tell a head from a toe
Still  some people can't tell a friend from a foe
 
 
Many  fools are addicted to killing like drugs
They also love hearing people's painful screams
Pretending to be police but they're actually thugs
Who envy  people for fulfilling some dreams
 
They're  way more scavenging  than crows
But we can't tell a friend from a foe 
 
 
Lying was and will always be a filthy habit
People use as a key to their goals
But still play the innocence of  rabbits
As it's their most successful  role 
 
 
They strive for holding on to this role
So we can't tell a friend from a foe
 
 
They’re now watching us seeking freedom
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Believing that we’ll never find it
Though we know a republic is similar to a kingdom
A place where our  activities shall fit 
 
 
They’re scurrying around like  victims of Saw
Ones that can’t tell a friend from a foe
 
Sucrose White
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Aquanox
 
If only they knew the future
they would have teared me off my mom's womb
But I kept growing till I became mature
ready to strike their hides with bombs
 
Being a foreigner is both a bless and curse
a bless for nobody and a curse for them too
just denying my place of birth
Forgetting who I am and where I belong to
 
Injuries are badges of honor
I wear them to let the cowards down
Never again will I seek charity from donors
or be that circus clown
 
Greed, Racism, and tyranny are the gates to doom
the one way path they're running in
for sure they'll end up locked in a dark room
that of failures and bitter sins
 
For GOD's sake ask them Frank
why did they crucify my mom?
Did she kill a punk or rob a bank?
or maybe decimating a state with a bomb? !
 
 
YOU  SEEK QUESTIONS, WHILE I ANSWERS
I DON'T NEED TO APPRECIATE THEIR INTENSIONS
LET THEM ALL DIE IN CANCER
WHILE I SEEK VENGENCE
 
Sucrose White
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Date Me Dear
 
I always wonder when we gonna meet 
My only date should be with u Baghdad
Eating your dust will beat meat
Your dearer to me than my dad
 
Ain't no grave can hold my body
if it's not in your lands
Ain't nothing represents luxury
except your very sands
 
I became nuts turning the whole earth
thinking to find another place
If only I could change my birth
long shall live your race
 
People have long underestimated me
Believing I'm crazy
They wouldn't set me free
that I'm became so lazy 
 
Did A accepted my proposal?
Did B appreciated my flattery?
Did C enjoy with me a roller coaster?
My love became like an empty battery
 
Our fate are twin brothers
They are hell alike
But your girls get bothered
raped, killed, and taken with bikes
 
Like a lunatic I'm wasting my life
Burning them like wood
I'm now in deep strife
hopelessly wondering through my hood
 
If only it wasn't for my name
I would have married you dear
Nothing to me beats fame
but compared to you, it's like my rear!
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But why a Syrian should give a damn?
I'm not from Iraq
But it's my Arab Damn
Which a lot of people lack...
 
Sucrose White
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Death Is Far From Over
 
The human population has been reduced by one
as I left him die in a world of pains
wrath was my gun
unleashing a world of flames
 
8 years he's been feeding me hate
from his so called brain
now killing him wasn't just his fate
as I left him swim in a bloody drain
 
Sucrose wasn't sweet when they said he was
except leaving his foes in long death list
He's like the anime Taz
rather was he his fist
 
Now life is passing me by
I can feel it
It's tastier than a pie
so can you feel it?
 
Death is far from over
that's what I say
and so should the sober
one who had his given day
 
Sucrose White
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Forever After
 
Your picture will forever stay in my mind
Though if you're beauty is gone, I'll forever stay blind
Your innocent gags will forever play in my ear
Losing their romantic tone is the real fear
 
Your smell will forever stay in my nose
Your essence to me is that of a rose 
Your safety will forever be my duty
I'm ready to sacrifice my life for you cutie
 
You will forever be in my heart
Until uncle Ben stops to fart
Our  love will  be an immortal thing
if nothing lasts forever, then you're my nothing
 
Sucrose White
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Green Day And Bloody One
 
He filled the entire world with blood and joy
as he arrived here with his friends
His unique spirit made girls his toys
That he used them as rents
 
 
The boys became unstraight
the girls became magnets
the kids were entertained
as if caught in a net
 
 
A new white spot in a dark page
a new age was made
struck did his rage
all his previous shades
 
 
I can almost swear I'm honest
when I say the Cinema is almost reborn
Without Sucrose it were a forest
A place where Tarzan regret being born
 
 
I'll never forgive past if it didn't leave me
I'll never build the future
if past didn't set me free
if it didn't then I'm the moocher
 
 
Days are the fuels to my engine
I'm unleashing them in movies
I'll no longer live in a dungeon
or be that goofie
 
 
You're wrong about me being poet
I'm not Mr Sucrose
I don't write sonnets
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or give dames a rose
 
 
I'm what you said
I'm what you didn't
I'm everything they said
and I'm everything they didn't
 
Sucrose White
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I Wanna Cry
 
Please come out my tear
I wanna cry
Cry and die for real
Love is not a toy you sell and buy
 
She left us after six years
Of all the hard work she had done
I really wish I can see my tears
For I can feel the crushing of my bones
 
I loved her after years of absolute hate
I sometimes wished her death
But loving her finally was a harder fate
Harder than the scene of mess
 
Pain will be doubled this time
When I conceal the bitter truth inside
That My heart is no longer mine
It's for the one who left me behind
 
The house is clean once again
But not my broken heart
Who wishes to be relieved of all the pains
By a simple tear, tearing it apart.
 
Sucrose White
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Instead Of
 
Instead of smiling and jumping from  delight 
I kept crying like an abandoned child  who's mourning his very life
 
And instead of going crazy of happiness and joy
I went angry and smashed up every toy
 
I knew back then that life is really nice
infact we were the source of our own demise
 
Scurrying around like insects when we left priorities behind our back
Maybe I can't describe the first moment I saw when my heart was about to crack
 
 
perhaps  love is blind and maybe a heart is the only thing that lacked
I bet that love itself became nothing but a gag.
 
People mock and use their organs in an alternating act
 
And oftenly they use to speak ill of me and accuse me of being gay
maybe it's the time we get along  to their dismay
 
 
Why should I lie? ?
with you I'm the world's biggest gay.
 
Such a freakin awesome time we use to spend in the bay
holding my hand up after I defeated the what's so called drake.
 
 
Are those memories still buzzing in your brain-box Monica? ?
Or is it me, the  only one who's sound is echoing through the slums of Delaware!
!
 
Sucrose White
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Like The Roses Of The Desert
 
Destiny forced us to respect the bitter fact
Of the consequences and the fate we faced
It's way beyond a tragic act
It's about a past we had chased
 
Our number now is that of wizards
We are few like the roses of the desert
 
People around me have wondered where the secret lies
How do we attract problems like a magnet?
Though our situation has moved the heart of the spies
The same ones that once caught us with a net
 
It's not about cakes and desserts
It's about those who are few like the roses of the desert
 
people used to prey on our very flesh
have now left our aquarium with no fish
they were right about us being selfish
for a couple of dimes, we served our children's meat  as a dish
 
Yet, it's not for fishes or  lizards
It's for those who are few like the roses of the desert
 
Again I hear some hopeless cries
Shouted out by those who survived
A nuclear strike devastates but undo your very ties 
Being an Arab alone will have your foes pulverized  
 
Nevertheless,  they are little  and scattered
They are few like the roses of the desert
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No One Cares For You
 
No one but you seems to care
About you girl
No body but you dares
to flatter you're browny curls
 
Like the statue you stand alone
counting the days of your life
You're heart with the wind has gone
leaving you're lover with strife
 
I've been tired wiping off your tears
My hands have gone  wrinkled
Besides,  confronting your  fears
I couldn't just mingle
 
I'm loosing my life with you
While seeing you terminated
A seed represents you
one can never be germinated
 
Your past will forever follow you
cuz You are the past itself
It's tough like a mule
but u should blame yourself
 
What's the point of pulling me back?
to the pool you're drowning in
My heart for you is about to get cracked
that you should seek an inn
 
Never will you survive again
in a world where you're dead
never will you feel the rain
if you're under shed
 
I'm ready to sacrifice my life for you
if yours shall live
But why should I do it for you?
If yours will never ever live
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